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Recent progress in experimental techniques has enabled us to quantitatively study stochastic and
flexible behavior of biological systems. For example, gene regulatory networks perform stochastic
information processing and their functionalities have been extensively studied. In gene regulatory
networks, there are specific subgraphs called network motifs that occur at frequencies much higher
than those found in randomized networks. Further understanding of the designing principle of such
networks is highly desirable. In a different context, information thermodynamics has been devel-
oped as a theoretical framework that generalizes non-equilibrium thermodynamics to stochastically
fluctuating systems with information. Here we systematically characterize gene regulatory networks
on the basis of information thermodynamics. We model three-node gene regulatory patterns by a
stochastic Boolean model, which receive one or two input signals that carry external information.
For the case of a single input, we found that all the three-node patterns are classified into four types
by using information-thermodynamic quantities such as dissipation and mutual information, and
reveal to which type each network motif belongs. Next, we consider the case where there are two
inputs, and evaluate the capacity of logical operation of the three-node patterns by using tripartite
mutual information, and argue the reason why patterns with fewer edges are preferred in natural
selection. This result might also explain the difference of the occurrence frequencies among different
types of feedforward-loop network motifs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent development of single-cell technologies,
quantitative biology has attracted much attention [1],
where one of the hot topics is the study of network motifs
in gene regulatory networks [2–5]. Complex gene regula-
tory networks are constituted of specific subgraphs called
network motifs that occur much more frequently than
those in random networks.
In this study, we focus on three-node patterns, which
can be regarded as building blocks of gene regulatory
networks. We list all the three-node network motifs in
Fig. 1 (see the caption for the details). Many studies
have investigated the function of network motifs in order
to reveal the reason why such specific patterns are pre-
ferred compared to the others in natural selection [2, 5–
12]. Interestingly, they are commonly found in gene reg-
ulatory networks across species, including E.coli, yeast,
mouse and human [4, 5, 7, 13, 14]. This suggests that
there is a guiding principle for the network formation,
while we have not yet clearly understood which proper-
ties distinguish network motifs from the others. We note
that there are few researches that characterize network
patterns exhaustively focusing on information quantities
and thermodynamic cost, while some studies systemati-
cally investigated three-node patterns [15] based on the
control theory perspective (e.g., a stability analysis).
In statistical physics, information thermodynam-
ics has been developed in the last decade on the ba-
sis of stochastic thermodynamics [16–18], which clarifies
the relation between thermodynamic quantities and in-
formation [19–26]. Since biological systems, especially
cells, can be regarded as information processing systems
that operate by consuming energy sources such as ATP
molecules, information thermodynamics can be applied
to biological systems. In fact, several studies have re-
vealed information-thermodynamic structure in, for ex-
ample, sensory adaptation of E. coli chemotaxis [27–32].
However, biochemical reaction networks including gene
regulatory networks are yet to be further investigated.
Here we systematically characterize gene regulatory
network patterns on the basis of information thermody-
namics. We calculate information-thermodynamic quan-
tities such as the efficiency of information propagation
and energetic dissipation to characterize all the possible
three-node patterns (704 patterns), by using a stochas-
tic Boolean model. Since the stochastic Boolean model
is a coarse-grained model, the dissipation obtained here
is a lower bound of the real entropy production [33, 34].
First, we consider the case where there is a single input
signal to a three-node pattern, and reveal that all the pat-
terns can be classified into four types. These four types
are characterized as dissipative, static, informative, and
adaptive. The coherent feedforward loop (CFFL) net-
work motifs belong to the informative type, and the in-
coherent feedforward loop (IFFL) network motifs belong
to the adaptive type. The positive feedback loop (PFBL)
network motifs belong to the static type or informative
type, and no network motifs are categorized into the dis-
sipative type.
We next consider the case where there are two input
signals to a three-node pattern. We evaluate the capac-
ity of logical operation on these two inputs by using tri-
partite mutual information, and reveal that the FFLs
outperform the others. This result clearly accounts for
network patterns that occur frequently in gene regulatory
networks. It could also be a reasonable explanation for
the fundamental difference of the occurrence frequencies
2FIG. 1: Gene regulatory network motifs: We list all the three-
node network motifs. We refer to these patterns as network
motifs, because according to previous studies, they occur sta-
tistically significantly in gene regulatory networks than those
in random networks. This listing and the following expla-
nation are based on Ref. [5, 7]. A node represents a gene,
and an arrow represents regulation between genes. Black ar-
rows represent activation, and white ones represent inhibition.
There are eight types of FFLs, which are categorized into two
groups according to whether the signs of the two regulation
paths from the top to the bottom node are equivalent or not.
It is known that the CFFLs can act as low-pass filters and the
IFFLs show adaptive behavior. There are a lot of sign varia-
tions in the PFBL network motifs (see Fig. 19), thus we list
two of them above (and the others are just the sign variations
of these two patterns). The PFBL network motifs are known
to have two functions. One is keeping their states static, and
the other is having their states bistable (see Appendix D 4).
In this study, we refer to a positive feedback loop that are
categorized into network motif as PFBLs.
among different types of FFLs [8, 9].
These results indicate that gene regulatory networks
are efficient in terms of information propagation and
thermodynamics. The key features of our work are the
following. First, information thermodynamics enables us
to quantify dissipation of only a three-node pattern in
a large-scale network, by taking the effect of the correla-
tion as the learning rate. We do not make the assumption
of an isolation of a three-node pattern from a network,
which is the very benefit of using information thermody-
namics. Second, we found that tripartite mutual infor-
mation is useful to characterize the capacity of logical op-
eration performed by three-node patterns. Our approach
with these features can be applied to wide range of net-
works including both artificial and biochemical ones.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
FIG. 2: Stochastic Boolean model: A three-node pattern has
a single input from the S node. Typical dynamics of these
nodes are schematically shown. Since we can observe the on-
off behavior of genes and the fluctuation around it, we model
the dynamics by the stochastic Boolean model.
duce the stochastic Boolean model and describe the setup
of this study. We also review the fundamental concepts
in information thermodynamics. In Sec. III, we show our
main results. In the first part, we consider the case of a
single input and classify all the three-node patterns on
the basis of information-thermodynamic quantities. In
the second part, we consider the case of two inputs and
calculate tripartite mutual information to evaluate the
capacity of logical operation. In Sec. IV, we make con-
cluding remarks.
II. SETUP
In this section, we formulate the setup of this study
with a stochastic Boolean model. We also briefly review
information thermodynamics.
A. Stochastic Boolean model
We first discuss the general properties of gene regu-
lation. In this study, we restrict ourselves to transcrip-
tional regulation, while post-transcriptional regulation is
also important [35–37]. A gene regulatory network is
represented by a graph, whose nodes and directed edges
represent genes and their regulation, respectively. In this
3study, we focus on three-node patterns which are elemen-
tary components of gene regulatory networks.
A three-node pattern receives one or two input signals
as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, and passes information to
the next nodes by processing the signals. In the single-
input case a pattern just propagates information, while
in the two-input case it performs logical operation.
There are two types of regulation: activation and inhi-
bition. Therefore, there are 36 − 8 · 3− 1 = 704 patterns
in total if we exclude auto-regulation.
We next formulate the stochastic Boolean model [38–
40]. Suppose in general that there are N nodes, and each
node X it (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) takes 0 or 1 at continuous time
t. The value of each node represents whether the num-
ber of proteins produced by the gene exceeds a threshold
value as shown in Fig. 2. Inhibitory regulation is de-
scribed by the NOT gate. Regulation by multiple nodes
is expressed by a logic function such as AND or OR, and
the state of a node i is determined by the value of a reg-
ulatory function f i(Xjt , X
k
t , ...) with nodes j, k... regulat-
ing the node i. In this study, for the sake of simplicity, we
assume each regulatory function as the AND gate, which
is considered as one of the major regulatory functions in
gene regulatory networks. (The AND and OR gates are
considered to be the two major regulatory functions [7].
The relation between our results and the assumption of
regulatory functions is discussed in Appendix B.) For ex-
ample, in the case of Fig. 2, regulatory functions take the
following expressions: fX(St) = St, f
Y (Xt) = NOT(Xt)
and fZ(Xt, Yt) = AND(Xt, Yt).
In real gene regulatory networks, the state of a gene
i (i.e., X it = 0, 1) changes stochastically. Therefore, the
time evolution of a gene expression is described by the
master equation with the following transition rates:
X
i = 0
γi
−−−⇀↽−−
γi ·ei
X
i = 1 if f i = 1, (1)
X
i = 0
γi ·ei
−−−⇀↽ −
γi
X
i = 1 if f i = 0. (2)
Here, γi is a transition rate and ei is the reverse transition
ratio. The transition matrix of the master equation is
constructed by the above transition rates (see Appendix
A for an example).
Such Boolean models have been used to describe
the behavior of gene regulatory networks composed of
more than two nodes [39, 41–45]. Strictly speaking, a
Boolean model might be somewhat inaccurate for de-
scribing oscillations induced by negative feedback loops
[46–51] and stationary states of positive feedback loops
[46, 50, 52, 53].
In spite of these apparent disadvantages, we consider
that the Boolean model is appropriate for our study from
the following reasons. (i) First of all, dynamics should
be stochastic in order to calculate information quantities
and dissipation within the framework of stochastic ther-
modynamics. In that sense, deterministic ODE equations
[54] are not suitable for our study. Since the stochastic
Boolean model is the simplest stochastic and nonlinear
model, we adopt it as a platform of our study. We note
that the stochastic Boolean model can be derived from a
stochastic ODE [55] (i.e., a Langevin equation), by taking
the Hill coefficients of regulatory functions large enough.
(ii) We consider that the stochastic Boolean model cap-
tures important aspects of information propagation in
gene regulatory networks. It is experimentally supported
that transcriptional networks perform computation by
using binary states of genes [7, 41]. (iii) We consider
that whether a positive feedback loop shows the bistable
or static property depends on the regulatory functions,
which is often neglected in previous studies. The Boolean
model can capture the difference between these two prop-
erties.
We now discuss the detailed setup of this study. As
shown in Fig. 2, we consider the case where the signal
source S activates the input node X . The signal is then
propagated to the output node Z through the middle
node Y . Here, we assume that X , Y and Z represent
genes, but S is assumed to be either another gene or a
signal molecule of X . In either case, the following dis-
cussion holds.
With this setup, we focus on how information flows
from S to Z. We assume that S randomly flips between
0 and 1 with equal probabilities (i.e., eS = 1). We calcu-
late information-thermodynamic quantities for the sta-
tionary state. We set the parameters with the following
conditions:
γ := γX = γY = γZ ≫ γS , (3)
e := eX = eY = eZ ≪ 1. (4)
Here, the condition γ ≫ γS comes from the assumption
that the time scale of an external signal is slower than
that of each node. In addition, for the sake of simplicity,
we assumed that the parameters of the three nodes X ,
Y and Z are the same.
We next consider the reduction of 704 patterns to 283
patterns by excluding irrelevant and equivalent patterns.
In this study, we define the irrelevant patterns by the
following criteria: (i) patterns without causal relation-
ship from X to Z or Y to Z, or (ii) patterns that have
unregulated nodes. There also exist patterns that have
different edge signs but equal with respect to all informa-
tion quantities, which we regard as equivalent patterns
(see Appendix B for the details). We pick up only a sin-
gle pattern from equivalent ones for calculation. As a
result, we actually perform calculation for 283 patterns
(see Appendix C for the details).
B. Information thermodynamics
In this section, we briefly review information thermo-
dynamics. The entropy production of a small subsystem
can be reduced by measurement and feedback control
by another subsystem. Information thermodynamics en-
ables us to take into account the effect of feedback con-
trol by incorporating information quantities like mutual
4information, which quantifies the correlation between the
two subsystems.
To connect information thermodynamics to our main
setup smoothly, we consider two stochastic variables St
and Zt that represent the states of node S and node Z at
time t. Since they are stochastic variables, we can define
the probability distribution p(st, zt). Here, capital letters
St and Zt describe stochastic variables and the small let-
ters st and zt describe their particular realizations. If St
and Zt form correlation, we can estimate the value of St
from the value of Zt. Such correlation between St and
Zt is quantified by the mutual information:
I(St : Zt) :=
∑
st,zt∈{0,1}
p(st, zt) ln
p(st, zt)
p(st)p(zt)
. (5)
Mutual information is symmetric in terms of St and
Zt, and therefore mutual information cannot capture the
directional information flow in stochastic dynamics. To
characterize such information flow, we consider the learn-
ing rate lZ [23, 56] and the transfer entropy TS→Z [57],
which are respectively defined as
lZ(t) :=
I(St : Zt+dt)− I(St : Zt)
dt
, (6)
TS→Z(t) :=
I(St : {Zt, Zt+dt})− I(St : Zt)
dt
. (7)
These quantities are defined with the time series of the
stochastic variables, and both of them characterize the
increment of the mutual information during Zt evolves
to Zt+dt. Specifically, the learning rate quantifies the
amount of information that the instantaneous value of Zt
obtains, while the transfer entropy quantifies the amount
of information that Zt newly obtains. While the origi-
nal transfer entropy [57] is defined as the increment of
the mutual information given the whole trajectory of Zt
and St, the simplified version (7) that only considers the
single-step condition is adopted in the following discus-
sion [30, 32].
This slight difference between the learning rate and the
transfer entropy leads to an inequality [30, 32]
lZ(t) ≤ TS→Z(t). (8)
We note that the learning rate can take both positive
and negative values, while the transfer entropy is always
nonnegative. If the learning rate becomes positive, Z in-
deed obtains information from S. If it becomes negative,
Z consumes the correlation as a consequence of feedback
control or just dissipation.
On the basis of inequality (8), it is reasonable to define
the following quantity as a measure of the effectiveness
of information gain by Z [30, 32]:
CZ :=
lZ
TS→Z
. (9)
If the system is in the stationary state, the maximum
sensory capacity, CZ = 1, is achieved if and only if
p(st|{zt′}t′≤t) = p(st|zt) [30, 32], which means that Z
is a sufficient statistic of S. This means that the latest
value of Z is enough for the estimation of S. For exam-
ple, the estimator of the Kalman filter is known to be a
sufficient statistic.
So far we have discussed information quantities, and we
next consider a quantity that is more relevant to thermo-
dynamics: information-thermodynamic dissipation [19–
25, 58]. Unlike conventional thermodynamic dissipa-
tion, information-thermodynamic dissipation explicitly
includes the learning rate, which is defined for Z as [58]
DZ :=
dS(Z)
dt
−
1
TZ
dQZ
dt
− lZ:XY , (10)
where the learning rate from XY to Z is defined as
lZ:XY :=
I(Zt+dt : {Xt, Yt})− I(Zt : {Xt, Yt})
dt
. (11)
There are two types of terms in the information-
thermodynamic dissipation (10): the entropic and the
energetic terms. The entropic terms describe the entropy
change and the information flow (i.e., the learning rate).
The energetic term (the second term) quantifies the con-
sumption of chemical fuels such as ATP.
The first term is the derivative of the Shannon entropy
S(Z) := −
∑
zt
p(zt) ln p(zt), which represents the en-
tropy change in Z. The third term quantifies the change
in the correlation between Z and XY . This term is nec-
essary to quantify dissipation of only a subsystem in a
large network.
The second term is related to energetics, which in our
setting quantifies a lower bound of actual consumption
of chemical fuels [33, 34]. In fact, the stochastic Boolean
model is a coarse-grained model which only considers dis-
cretized protein numbers, where a lot of elementary pro-
cesses are neglected. Specifically, dissipation from sta-
tionary protein synthesis and destruction is not taken
into account in our model. The coarse-grained entropy
production (10) quantifies the dissipation accompanied
by coarse-grained state changes.
QZ is the heat absorbed by Z and this term
can be expressed by the transition probability of Z,
p(zt+dt|st, xt, yt, zt), and that for the backward process
pB(zt|st, xt, yt, zt+dt) through the detailed fluctuation
theorem [16–18]:
−
1
TZ
dQZ
dt
=
1
dt
∑
st,xt,yt,zt,zt+dt
p(st, xt, yt, zt, zt+dt)
× ln
p(zt+dt|st, xt, yt, zt)
pB(zt|st, xt, yt, zt+dt)
. (12)
The generalized second law of thermodynamics states
that the information-thermodynamic dissipation is al-
ways nonnegative: DZ ≥ 0. This is a tighter inequality
than the conventional second law for the entire system
that includes SXY Z, and DZ characterizes dissipation
only in Z by incorporating the learning rate.
5We define DX and DY in the same manner, where
lX:SY Z and lY :XZ appear in their expressions, respec-
tively. The total dissipation of the three nodes is given
by
Dall := DX +DY +DZ . (13)
It immediately follows that Dall ≥ 0. We note that Dall
is rewritten in a similar form to (10):
Dall =
dS(XY Z)
dt
−
∑
i=X,Y,Z
1
Ti
dQi
dt
− lXY Z:S . (14)
Here, S(XY Z) is the joint Shannon entropy, and lXY Z:S
is the learning rate from S to XY Z. As is the case for
DZ , if a three-node pattern learns from a signal node S
(i.e., lXY Z:S > 0), dS(XY Z)/dt−
∑
i dQi/Tidt becomes
positive. As in Eq. (13), information-thermodynamic dis-
sipation can be understood as a proper splitting of con-
ventional thermodynamic dissipation. A detailed deriva-
tion of these relations can be found in [58].
III. MAIN RESULTS
We now show our main results on the characterization
of three-node networks: the single input case in Sec. III A
and the double inputs case in Sec. III B.
A. Single input: Information propagation
In the setup of Fig. 2, we classify all the three-node pat-
terns on the basis of information-thermodynamic quanti-
ties. We reveal that patterns are classified into four types
and to which type each network motif belongs.
We show scatter plots with respect to sev-
eral information-thermodynamic quantities in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show information-thermodynamic
dissipation DZ and Dall. Figure 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show
four information quantities. All the points split into four
groups in Fig. 3(a) and (b). We also realize that the
group with the second smallest dissipation split into two
groups in Fig. 3(c) and (d). From these observations,
we assign different colors and shapes to the patterns in
Fig. 3. These five groups can be rearranged into four
types on the basis of their characteristics as shown in Ta-
ble. I. Here, the sensory capacity plays a role in the sep-
aration of the groups. For example, the mutual informa-
tion of M11-1-4 (which belongs to and I(S : Z) ∼ 0.1)
is small, but its sensory capacity is big. We discuss the
characteristic of each type below. Also, the concrete be-
havior of the patterns in each type is shown by simulation
in Appendix D.
First, and are dissipative groups. We confirmed
that all the patterns in and include negative feed-
back loops. The reason why they are dissipative is that
they show oscillatory behavior due to such negative feed-
back loops.
On the other hand, the patterns in dissipate much
less. These patterns also take small values in terms of the
information quantities. We confirmed that all of them
include positive feedback loops. The behavior of these
patterns is due to the fact that dynamics of these pat-
terns are static because of positive feedback loops, and
they do not react well to the signals from S.
The remaining 17 patterns that belong to and are
shown in Fig. 4. The patterns in take small values in
terms of the information quantities, and the other way
around for the patterns in . We find that the patterns
in include incoherent feedforward loops. According to
the simulation results shown in Appendix D, they show
adaptive behavior such that they pass information from
S to Z only in a short time when the state of S changes.
For example, in the case of M5-1-2 (I1), Z changes from
0 to 1 temporarily when X changes from 0 to 1, but af-
ter that, Z returns to 0 due to the inhibition by Y . This
is the reason why the patterns in take small values
in terms of the information quantities. We finally con-
firm that the patterns in propagate signals from S to
Z quite well. Thus, these patterns take large values in
terms of the information quantities.
The CFFL and IFFL network motifs are classified into
and respectively, and the PFBL network motifs be-
long to the or type (see Appendix D4 for the details
of the classification of the PFBL network motifs). Inter-
estingly, there are only two types other than , and ,
and the CFFLs and IFFLs are simple patterns in and
. No network motifs belong to the dissipative type .
In terms of information thermodynamics, the dissipative
type might waste too much chemical fuels, which may be
one of the reasons why no network motifs belong to the
dissipative type.
The and types are interesting because they op-
erate with small dissipation and have the capability of
propagating information. The patterns in form a sta-
ble correlation, and those in propagate information
temporarily. The patterns that propagate information
would be preferable in gene regulatory networks because
the upstream gene can control the state of the pattern.
We will discuss the reason why feedforward loops are dis-
tinguished from the other patterns in and in the next
subsection.
B. Two inputs: Logical operation
We now show our second result. Besides the input to
X , in real gene regulatory networks, a three-node pattern
often takes another input to Y . Therefore, patterns that
can nontrivially operate on both the signals would be
preferable in natural selection. Here we evaluate the ca-
pacity of logical operation performed by three-node pat-
terns by using an information quantity called tripartite
mutual information, and discuss the reason why patterns
with fewer edges such as feedforward loops are preferred.
6(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3: Information-thermodynamic characterization of three-node patterns: The parameters are set to γ = 1, γS = 0.1, e =
0.001. Each point represents a pattern, and triangles with black edges represent the FFLs. M5-1-1 represents all the CFFLs and
M5-1-2 represents all the IFFLs, because all the CFFL (IFFL) patterns become equivalent (see Appendix B 1). The difference
in colors and shapes corresponds to the difference in the types (see Table 1). (a) Information-thermodynamic dissipation DZ
and Dall. (b) Enlarged view of (a). (c) Information flow from S to Z, i.e., lZ and TS→Z , which shows the details of the sensory
capacity CZ : If a pattern is located near the line passing through the origin with slope 1, the sensory capacity is close to unity.
This figure clarifies how large the numerator and the denominator of the sensory capacity are. (d) I(S : Z) and CZ . The
parameter dependence of these plots is discussed in Appendix F.
dissipative static
informative adaptive
TABLE I: Classification of three-node patterns: On the basis of Fig. 3, all patterns are divided into five groups. In terms of
their characteristics, they are classified into four types: dissipative, static, informative, and adaptive.
We consider the situation that two signal sources S1
and S2 activate X and Y independently (Fig. 5), and
that S1 and S2 flip between 0 and 1 randomly (i.e.,
eS1 = eS2 = 1). The parameters are set with the fol-
lowing conditions:
γS := γS1 = γS2 , (15)
γ := γX = γY = γZ , (16)
γS ≪ γ, (17)
e := eX = eY = eZ ≪ 1. (18)
7(a)
(b)
FIG. 4: Patterns in the green and blue types. In particular,
M5-1-1 and M5-1-2 are network motifs.
We exclude irrelevant patterns from calculation with the
same rule as in Sec. III A, and additionally exclude pat-
terns that become equivalent by swapping X and Y . As
a result, we perform calculation for 204 patterns (see Ap-
pendix C for the details).
We discuss the definition and the basic properties of
tripartite mutual information [59], which quantifies how
nontrivially the output Z depends on the inputs S1 and
S2. The tripartite mutual information between these
three nodes is defined as
I3(S1, S2, Z) := H(S1) +H(S2) +H(Z)−H(S1, S2)
−H(S1, Z)−H(S2, Z) +H(S1, S2, Z)
= I(S1 : Z) + I(S2 : Z)− I({S1, S2} : Z).
(19)
To illustrate the informational meaning of tripartite
mutual information, we show two examples with three
binary bits x, y, z: (i) I3(x, y, z) = − ln 2 if x = y ⊕ z
(XOR), and y and z are independent and random. In
this case, neither y nor z is correlated with x, while com-
posite yz has maximum correlation with x. This means
that information of y and that of z are mixed up in x. (ii)
I3(x, y, z) = ln 2 if x = y = z and x is random. In this
case, three bits are maximally correlated. These exam-
ples show that the negative tripartite mutual information
quantifies mixing of signals from two inputs (y and z in
this case).
In the present setup, it does not take a positive value,
as shown from simple calculation with the assumption
I(S1 : S2) = H(S1)+H(S2)−H(S1, S2) = 0. In fact, we
have
I3(S1, S2, Z) = H(Z) +H(S2)−H(S2, Z)−H(S2)
−H(S1, Z) +H(S1, S2, Z)
= I(S2 : Z)− I(S2 : {S1, Z})
≤ 0. (20)
The smaller the tripartite mutual information is, the
more non-trivial the logical operation is. In fact, if Z
depends on both S1 and S2, I(S1 : Z) + I(S2 : Z)
becomes smaller than I({S1, S2} : Z), which implies a
small negative value of I3(S1, S2, Z) (or equivalently, the
absolute value |I3(S1, S2, Z)| becomes large). The log-
ical operation is non-trivial in this case. On the other
hand, if Z depends only on S1 and is independent of S2,
I(S1 : Z) = I({S1, S2} : Z) and I(S2 : Z) = 0 hold, re-
sulting in I3(S1, S2, Z) = 0, where the logical operation
is trivial.
We argue that a pattern with small tripartite mutual
information is preferable in gene regulatory networks be-
cause of the following reason. If the tripartite mutual
information is small, both information from S1 and S2
propagate to Z, which enables the pattern to process in-
formation in a complex way. In fact, a previous study
shows that information propagates more widely in gene
regulatory networks than in random networks [60].
We show the result of our calculation in Fig. 6(a). The
horizontal axis is the mutual information I({S1, S2} : Z),
and the vertical axis is the tripartite mutual information
I3(S1, S2, Z). Network motifs M5-1-1 and M5-1-2 take
small values of the tripartite mutual information. There
are only six patterns that take small values of the tripar-
tite mutual information, which are shown with a brace in
Fig. 6. These six patterns are listed in Fig. 7. Interest-
ingly, these six patterns have only a few edges, which may
explain the reason why gene regulatory networks consist
of patterns with fewer edges.
There seems to be a bifurcation structure in Fig. 6(a).
The upper left patterns do not propagate information at
all, i.e., I({S1, S2} : Z) ≃ 0, and the upper right pat-
terns make Z only react to one of the two signals S1 or
S2. On the basis of these observations, we consider two
simple models (Fig. 6(b)(c)) that explain the bifurcation
structure. Intuitively speaking, these two models cap-
ture the following properties: (i) how much information
propagates from S1 or S2 to Z, and (ii) how equally in-
formation propagates in the two paths.
8FIG. 5: Our setup with the two input signals, which focuses
on the logical operation performed by a three-node pattern.
We investigate how nontrivially the two input signals are pro-
cessed to an output Z.
In the model of Fig. 6(b), the NOT gates are inserted
into the two inputs with probability ε independently. In
this model, the NOT gates represent the errors that in-
dependently occur on the input signals during the logical
operation. In the model of Fig. 6(c), the probability of
inserting the NOT gates is fixed with ε0, and one of the
AND gate or a straight pass from S1 to Z is chosen with
probabilities ε and 1− ε, respectively. In this model, the
non-triviality of the logical operation is represented by
the probability ε. The left curve in Fig. 6(a) is drawn
with model (b) by varying ε in the range of ε0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.5,
and the right curve is drawn with model (c) by varying ε
in 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. Here, there is only a single fitting param-
eter ε0. The good agreement with the data means that
these models capture the essence of the behavior of the
three-node patterns.
In particular, network motifs M5-1-1 and M5-1-2 per-
form non-trivial logical operation with relatively small
errors. On the other hand, most of the patterns in
perform trivial logical operation, and the patterns in
other than M5-1-2 do not propagate information at all.
We can thus consider that these patterns are unfavorable
in terms of information processing.
We note that M4-1-1 is not a network motif. It should
be remarked, however, that M4-1-1 occurs most fre-
quently in many gene regulatory networks [14], and it
also occurs frequently in random networks (and thus is
not regarded as a network motif). In this way, tripartite
mutual information gives us an intuitive account for not
only network motifs but also frequent patterns in gene
regulatory networks.
The above result may give a reasonable explanation for
the difference in the occurrence frequencies among differ-
ent types of feedforward loops. As shown in Fig. 1, there
are eight types of feedforward loops, but only the C1
and I1 FFLs occur most frequently with around 40 per-
cent and 30 percent each, and the other six types occur
(a)
(b) (c)
FIG. 6: Tripartite mutual information of three-node patterns
and the fitting models: (a) The scatter plot of I({S1, S2} : Z)
versus I3(S1, S2, Z). The parameters are set to γ = 1, γS =
0.1, e = 0.001. As shown in the legend, the four feedforward
loops are highlighted with black edges, and the other patterns
are represented without edges. The commonly used names of
the feedforward loops are shown with red letters. Also, the
patterns in Fig. 4 are highlighted with the corresponding col-
ors (green and blue). Blue patterns are, however, hidden be-
hind M5-1-3 except for M5-1-2. The black curves are obtained
by the fitting with the following models. (b) Fitting model
for the left curve. (c) Fitting model for the right curve. There
is a single fitting parameter, which is given by ǫ0 = 0.153 in
our fitting.
with around five percent each. This has been confirmed
in the gene regulatory networks of E. coli and S. cere-
visiae [8]. The tripartite mutual information of C3, C4,
I3 and I4 is around zero in Fig. 6(a). Since a pattern
whose tripartite mutual information is around 0 is trivial
in terms of logical operation, this may explain the low
occurrence frequencies of C3, C4, I3 and I4 FFLs, which
suggests that the value of tripartite mutual information
indeed quantifies the capability of logical operation of
three-node patterns.
It should be noted that we assumed each regulatory
9FIG. 7: Patterns that take small values of the tripartite mu-
tual information, which are shown in Fig. 6(a) with a brace.
function as the AND gate in the foregoing argument. If
the regulatory function of a three-node pattern is given
by a combination of AND and OR, the conclusion be-
comes opposite to the above (see Appendix B for the
details). Therefore, it is a future issue to check the con-
sistency between our result and real experimental data.
Qualitatively the same argument has also been men-
tioned in Refs. [6, 7]. In Refs. [6, 7], the authors argued
that the eight types of FFLs are different with each other,
in that stationary Z shows different dependence on the
two signal molecules (which correspond to S1 and S2 in
this study). In the present work, we clarify the different
dependence by using tripartite mutual information.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In a system like a gene regulatory network with in-
formation propagation, it is crucial to take into account
information flow to analyze dissipation. In this study, we
have adopted information thermodynamics to quantify
such dissipation in a three-node pattern which is only a
part of a large-scale network.
We first considered the case where there is a single
input, and characterized all the possible three-node pat-
terns with information-thermodynamic quantities. We
found that these patterns are classified into four types.
We discussed the characteristics of network motifs, by
considering to which types they are categorized.
We next considered the case where there are two in-
puts. By quantifying how the two inputs affect the
output by tripartite mutual information, we argued the
reason why feedforward-loop network motifs occur fre-
quently in an intuitive manner. This result is consis-
tent with a previous study which claims that information
propagates more widely in gene regulatory networks than
in random networks [60]. In addition, we found that the
different occurrence frequencies among the eight types of
feedforward loops might correspond to the difference in
the amounts of tripartite mutual information.
We have partly succeeded to explain in what respect
network motifs have advantages compared to other pat-
terns in terms of information-thermodynamic quantities.
We note that previous studies [5, 7] explain that IFFL
network motifs would be preferable because they show
adaptive behavior and accelerate the response time. On
the other hand, we argue that IFFLs are preferable be-
cause they show adaptive behavior with small dissipation
and they take small tripartite mutual information. We
believe that these two approaches are complimentary to
each other.
However, these results might involve some uncertainty
due to the fact that the stochastic Boolean model might
be too much simplified. Although this model is suitable
for understanding the basic behavior of gene regulatory
patterns, the oscillatory or static solution often deviates
from the actual behavior. In addition, since the stochas-
tic Boolean model is a coarse-grained model, some dis-
sipative processes such as protein productions are not
included. Therefore, it is a future issue to investigate
dissipation by using more detailed models. For example,
the difference in the occurrence frequencies between C1
(I1) and C2 (I2) might be accounted for by such detailed
analysis of dissipation.
Meanwhile, our study suggests that tripartite mutual
information is important in terms of the network forma-
tion of gene regulatory networks. The symmetry between
the occurrence frequencies of the C1 to C4 and the I1 to
I4 FFLs [8] may arise from the symmetry in the tripar-
tite mutual information between them. It is also worth
investigating whether the same tendencies can be found
in other gene regulatory networks than those of E.coli
and S.cerevisiae.
Our results suggest that information thermodynamics
gives us a useful methodology for a systematic analysis of
biochemical reaction networks. We note that tripartite
mutual information has not received much attention in
this context so far, while information quantities such as
mutual information and transfer entropy have often been
used in a wide context[61, 62]. Further application of our
approach to a broader class of networks, including both
biological and artificial ones, is a future issue.
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Appendix A: Master equation
In this appendix, we present an example of the master
equation for the stochastic Boolean model. We consider
the pattern described in Fig. 2 as an example. The joint
probability distribution p(st, xt, yt, zt) is represented by
the probability vector p defined by
p = (p(0, 0, 0, 0), p(0, 0, 0, 1), p(0, 0, 1, 0), p(0, 0, 1, 1),
p(0, 1, 0, 0), p(0, 1, 0, 1), p(0, 1, 1, 0), p(0, 1, 1, 1),
p(1, 0, 0, 0), p(1, 0, 0, 1), p(1, 0, 1, 0), p(1, 0, 1, 1),
p(1, 1, 0, 0), p(1, 1, 0, 1), p(1, 1, 1, 0), p(1, 1, 1, 1))T,(A1)
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where T means the transpose of a matrix. Then the
transition matrix H is given by
H =
(
A B
C D
)
, (A2)
where
A =

∗ γZ eY γY 0 γX 0 0 0
eZγZ ∗ 0 eY γY 0 γX 0 0
γY 0 ∗ γZ 0 0 γX 0
0 γY eZγZ ∗ 0 0 0 γX
eXγX 0 0 0 ∗ γZ γY 0
0 eXγX 0 0 eZγZ ∗ 0 γY
0 0 eXγX 0 eY γY 0 ∗ eZγZ
0 0 0 eXγX 0 eY γY γZ ∗


,
(A3)
D =

∗ γZ eY γY 0 eXγX 0 0 0
eZγZ ∗ 0 eY γY 0 eXγX 0 0
γY 0 ∗ γZ 0 0 eXγX 0
0 γY eZγZ ∗ 0 0 0 eXγX
γX 0 0 0 ∗ γZ γY 0
0 γX 0 0 eZγZ ∗ 0 γY
0 0 γX 0 eY γY 0 ∗ eZγZ
0 0 0 γX 0 eY γY γZ ∗


,
(A4)
and B = C = γSI with I being the identity matrix. Here,
an element represented by ∗ above is determined so that
the sum of each column becomes zero. For example, the
(1, 1) element of H is given by H11 = −eXγX − γY −
eZγZ − γS . The time evolution of the total system is
described by the master equation
dp
dt
= Hp. (A5)
For example, the first row of the above equation is given
by
dp(0, 0, 0, 0)
dt
= H11p(0, 0, 0, 0) + γZp(0, 0, 0, 1)
+ eY γY p(0, 0, 1, 0) + γXp(0, 1, 0, 0)
+ γSp(1, 0, 0, 0). (A6)
Appendix B: Equivalence of network patterns
In this appendix, we first formulate the equivalence of
network patterns and then discuss the relation between
the OR-logic patterns and the AND-logic ones.
1. Definition of the equivalence
We consider the stationary state of the setup in Fig. 2.
We show the definition of the equivalence of two pat-
terns by an example. If the join probability distribu-
tions p1(st, xt, yt, zt, st+dt, xt+dt, yt+dt, zt+dt) for a pat-
tern 1 and p2(st, xt, yt, zt, st+dt, xt+dt, yt+dt, zt+dt) for an-
other pattern 2 satisfy the following relation for all
st, xt, yt, zt, st+dt, xt+dt, yt+dt, zt+dt ∈ {0, 1}, then pat-
terns 1 and 2 are said to be equivalent:
p1(st, xt, yt, zt, st+dt, xt+dt, yt+dt, zt+dt) =
p2(st, xt, yt, zt, st+dt, xt+dt, yt+dt, zt+dt), (B1)
where the bar on a letter represents the inversion 0 7→ 1
and 1 7→ 0. In general, the inversion is allowed on multi-
ple nodes, but it should be performed on both variables
at time t and at time t + dt simultaneously. If pattern
1 and 2 are equivalent, their information quantities take
the same values. For example, when Eq. (B1) holds, the
mutual information I1(St, Zt) for pattern 1 and I2(St, Zt)
for pattern 2 become the same:
I1(St : Zt) =
∑
st,zt
p1(st, zt) ln
p1(st, zt)
p1(st)p1(zt)
=
∑
st,zt
p2(st, zt) ln
p2(st, zt)
p2(st)p2(zt)
=
∑
st,zt
p2(st, zt) ln
p2(st, zt)
p2(st)p2(zt)
= I2(St : Zt). (B2)
This equivalence of patterns can be shown graphically.
For example, Fig. 8 shows a transformation from one
pattern to another equivalent pattern.
FIG. 8: Equivalent transformation of patterns: The NOT
transformations on all the input and output edges give an
equivalent pattern.
This transformation is based on the following equa-
tions: fX = NOT(St) (if f
X = St for example), and
f i(X, ...) = f i(X, ...) (i = Y or Z).
We discuss the equivalence among feedforward loops.
In the setup of Fig. 2, the equivalent transformation on
X and Y is possible. Thus, the patterns from the C1 to
C4 and those from the I1 to I4 FFLs become equivalent,
respectively. On the other hand, in the setup of Fig. 5,
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FIG. 9: Equivalent transformation from the OR-logic pattern
to the AND-logic one.
FIG. 10: Equivalent transformation with the setup of Fig. 2:
An OR-logic FFL is equivalent to the same pattern with the
AND gate. In the second transformation, we conduct the
equivalent transformation on S1, X and Y .
the transformation is possible only on X , because if we
make the transformation on Y , the regulatory function
of Y changes accordingly (see Fig. 9). In this case, the
C1 and C2, the C3 and C4, the I1 and I2, the I3 and I4
FFLs become equivalent, respectively.
2. Equivalence between the OR-logic patterns and
the AND-logic ones
In this study, we have assumed that the regulatory
functions are given by the AND gates, but there is other
type of gene whose regulatory function can be described
by the OR gate. Even if we assume the regulatory func-
tions of a pattern to be a combination of the AND and
OR gates, the scatter plots of Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 them-
FIG. 11: Equivalent transformation with the setup of Fig. 5:
Unlike Fig. 10, FFLs with different regulatory functions are
generally not equivalent each other.
selves do not change, while a pattern that corresponds
to each point becomes different from that of Fig. 3 and
Fig. 6. Therefore, it is enough to consider the mapping
from a pattern with the AND and OR gates to a pattern
with only the AND gates on the basis of the equivalent
transformation.
We first consider the results in Fig. 3 that are inde-
pendent of the regulatory functions. (i) The points of
the FFLs are independent of the choice of the regulatory
functions in Fig. 3 (see Fig. 10). Therefore, the CFFLs
belong to the informative type and the IFFLs belong to
the adaptive type independently of the regulatory func-
tions. (ii) No network motifs belong to the dissipative
type. This is because a negative feedback loop is mapped
to a negative feedback loop by the equivalent transforma-
tion, and it is still a necessary condition to belong to the
dissipative type that a pattern includes negative feedback
loops.
We next consider the results in Fig. 3 that are depen-
dent on the regulatory functions. The classification of the
positive feedback loop network motifs are dependent on
the choice of regulatory functions. This is because a pos-
itive feedback loop shows two distinct behavior “static”
or “bistable” depending on the regulatory functions (see
Appendix D 4 and Fig. 19).
We also consider the results in Fig. 6 that are depen-
dent on the regulatory functions. The tripartite mutual
information of the FFLs are dependent on the regulatory
functions. In the setup of Fig. 5, for example, let us con-
sider a situation that the regulatory functions of Y and
Z nodes of the C1 FFL are AND and OR respectively.
If we express this as C1(AND, OR), C1(AND, OR) is
equivalent to C3(AND, AND) as shown in Fig. 11. By
considering the other cases in the same manner, we can
summarize the dependence of the results on the regula-
tory functions as Table II.
It mat be possible to explain the difference in the oc-
currence frequencies among the FFLs by the statistical
tendency in the regulatory functions. This is because the
FFLs which have similar occurrence frequencies are cat-
egorized into the same subgroups C1, I1, C2, I2 and C3,
I3, C4, I4. If the combination of (AND, AND) or (OR,
OR) occurs more frequently than (AND, OR) or (OR,
AND), for example, we can expect that the C1, I1, C2,
I2 FFLs occur more frequently than the C3, I3, C4, I4
FFLs. It is a remaining question why the occurrence fre-
quencies of the C2 and I2 FFLs are low comparing to the
C1 and I1 FFLs.
Appendix C: Irrelevant patterns
There are totally 36 − 8 · 3 − 1 = 704 three-node pat-
terns, but some of them are irrelevant. In this study
we exclude patterns from calculation with the following
rules: (i) patterns without causal relationship from X to
Z or Y to Z, (ii) patterns that have unregulated nodes.
Two examples of the case (i) are shown in Fig. 12,
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C1, I1, C2, I2 C3, I3, C4, I4
(AND, AND), (OR, OR) small around 0
(AND, OR), (OR, AND) around 0 small
TABLE II: The tripartite mutual information of the FFLs are
dependent on the regulatory functions. The vertical column
represents the regulatory functions of (Y, Z) and the horizon-
tal column represents the two types of the FFLs.
where Y does not regulate X or Z in these patterns.
Since such patterns are equivalent to some two-node pat-
terns, we exclude them from our calculation.
FIG. 12: Examples of patterns without causal relationship
from Y to Z.
Two examples of the case (ii) are shown in Fig. 13.
Patterns without regulation of Y are equivalent to some
two-node patterns in the setup of Fig. 2, while patterns
without regulation of Z are meaningless.
FIG. 13: Examples of patterns that have unregulated nodes.
Moreover, in the setup of Fig. 5, the roles of X and
Y become equivalent. We calculated only one of pat-
terns that become equivalent by swapping nodes X and
Y (Fig. 14).
FIG. 14: Examples of patterns that are symmetric in terms
of X and Y .
In summary, we include only a single pattern out of
equivalent ones for our calculation on the basis of the
above rules. As a result, we performed our calculation
for 283 patterns for the setup of Fig. 2 and 204 patterns
for the setup of Fig. 5 (see Supplemental Material for the
list of these patterns).
Appendix D: Dynamics of patterns
In this Appendix, we show the characteristics of the
four types shown in Table. I with examples of numerical
simulation based on the Gillespie method [63]. In addi-
tion, we argue the function of a positive feedback loop by
using two examples. From Fig. 15 to Fig. 17, we show
the time evolution of X , Y and Z when S changes with a
constant period. For simplicity, we set e = 0, while γ = 1
as in Fig. 3.
1. Pink type: Dissipative
M9-1-2 belongs to , and M10-3-4 belongs to , which
are respectively shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b). Both of
them include negative feedback loops, and are dissipative
types. We can see oscillatory behavior. In M10-3-4, Z
shows oscillations independently of St, while in M9-1-2, Z
shows oscillations only when St is 1. Thus we argue that
this difference leads to the difference in the dissipation of
and .
2. Gray type: Static
M11-1-1 belongs to , which includes a positive feed-
back loop. We can see that Z converges to a stationary
value.
3. Green and blue types: Informative and adaptive
M11-1-8 belongs to the informative type and M10-
5-6 belongs to the adaptive type , which are shown in
Fig. 17(a) and (b), respectively. In M11-1-8, the variation
in S propagates to Z as it is, while in M10-5-6, Z reacts
only when S changes from 0 to 1.
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(a)M9-1-2 (pink type)
(b)M10-3-4 (pink type)
FIG. 15: Examples of dynamics of patterns in the pink type
(dissipative). Both of them show oscillatory behavior.
(a)M11-1-1 (gray type)
FIG. 16: An example of dynamics of a pattern in the gray
type (static). The states of Y and Z become static due to the
positive feedback loop between them.
(a)M11-1-8 (green type)
(b)M10-5-6 (blue type)
FIG. 17: Examples of dynamics of patterns in the green type
(informative) and the blue type (adaptive). M11-1-8 in the
green type propagates information efficiently, while M10-5-6
in the blue type shows an adaptive behavior.
FIG. 18: Patterns with a positive feedback loop. These are
network motifs which show distinct behavior as in Fig. 16(a)
and Fig. 17(a)
4. Positive feedback loop: Static or Bistable
A positive feedback loop has two functions depending
on the signs of the two regulations. A positive feedback
loop composed of two positive regulations has a static
property, and that composed of two negative regulations
is bistable (see Fig. 16(a), 17(a) and 18). Here, we assume
that the regulatory functions are the AND gates. Thus,
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FIG. 19: The classification of the positive feedback loop net-
work motifs. We list all the positive feedback loop network
motifs excluding the equivalent ones. Most of them are classi-
fied into the gray type, but some of them belong to the green
type.
although most of the PFBL network motifs belong to the
gray type, some of them are classified into the green type
(Fig. 19). Therefore, it is necessary to check the signs
and the logics of the regulatory functions when we discuss
the role of the PFBL network motifs in gene regulatory
networks.
Appendix E: Details of the fitting in Fig. 6
We show the details of the fitting curves in Fig. 6.
For example, the probability distribution of the model of
Fig. 6(c) is given by
P (S1 = 0, S2 = 0, Z = 0) =
1
4
{ε · (1− ε0 · ε0)
+(1− ε) · (1 − ε0)} , (E1)
P (S1 = 0, S2 = 0, Z = 1) =
1
4
{ε · ε0 · ε0
+(1− ε) · ε0} , (E2)
P (S1 = 1, S2 = 0, Z = 0) =
1
4
{ε · (1− (1− ε0) · ε0)
+(1− ε) · ε0} , (E3)
P (S1 = 1, S2 = 0, Z = 1) =
1
4
{ε · (1− ε0) · ε0
+(1− ε) · (1 − ε0)} , (E4)
P (S1 = 0, S2 = 1, Z = 0) =
1
4
{ε · (1− (1− ε0) · ε0)
+(1− ε) · (1 − ε0)} , (E5)
P (S1 = 0, S2 = 1, Z = 1) =
1
4
{ε · (1− ε0) · ε0
+(1− ε) · ε0} , (E6)
P (S1 = 1, S2 = 1, Z = 0) =
1
4
{ε · (1− (1 − ε0) · (1− ε0))
+(1− ε) · ε0} , (E7)
P (S1 = 1, S2 = 1, Z = 1) =
1
4
{ε · (1− ε0) · (1− ε0)
+(1− ε) · (1 − ε0)} . (E8)
Then, I({S1, S2} : Z) and I3(S1, S2, Z) are determined
as functions of ε0 and ε by putting the above expressions
into their definitions.
Appendix F: Parameter dependence of the main
results
We discuss the parameter dependence of Fig. 3 and
Fig. 6. For example, Fig. 20(a) represents the case where
γS is set to 0.01, while the other parameters are kept
in the same values as those of Fig. 3. We note that
the information-thermodynamic dissipation diverges and
thus is meaningless for e = 0.
We show the cases of various parameters in Fig. 20
to Fig. 22. There are some cases where the type clas-
sification become ambiguous, but it can be reasonably
understood by considering the characteristics of individ-
ual types, as discussed below. The classification becomes
the most ambiguous in the case of γS = 1. This is the
case where the signal changes before the system relaxes,
which is unrealistic in real biological systems. The case
where the classification becomes ambiguous the second
most is e = 0.1. This is the case where stochasticity of
the system is too large, and the static nature of positive
feedback loops disappears, leading to the small difference
between and .
In Fig. 23, we show scatter plots of the tripartite mu-
tual information. The models of Fig. 6(b) and (c) do
not fit well with the data in Fig. 23(b), (c), (d), and (f).
However, the conclusion does not change from that of
Fig. 6. For example, M4-1-1, M5-1-1 and M5-1-2 still
take smaller values in terms of the tripartite mutual in-
formation in the plots of Fig. 23. The reason why the
models in Fig. 6 do not fit well with the data in Fig. 23(c)
and (d) is that these models suppose the symmetric prop-
erties between X and Y . On the other hand, in Fig. 23
(a) and (e), the models fit well with the data, and the
fitting parameters are determined as (a) ε0 = 0.022, (e)
ε0 = 0.153.
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(a)γS = 0.01 (b)Enlarged view of (a)
(c)γX = 0.5, γY = 1, γZ = 2 (d)eX = 0.01, eY = 0.02, eZ = 0.005
(e)γS = 1 (f)e = 0.1
FIG. 20: Parameter dependence of the information-thermodynamic dissipation: (a) The case where the signal changes quite
slowly compared to the characteristic times of the three nodes. (b) Enlarged view of (a). (c) The case where the transition
rates are different in the three nodes. (d) The case where the reverse transition ratios are different in each node. (e) The case
where the signal changes as fast as the characteristic times of the three nodes. (f) The case where the reverse transition ratios
are large. In any case, the other parameters are set to the same values as those of Fig. 3.
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(a)γS = 0.01 (b)γS = 1
(c)γX = 0.5, γY = 1, γZ = 2 (d)eX = 0.01, eY = 0.02, eZ = 0.005
(e)e = 0 (f)e = 0.1
FIG. 21: Parameter dependence of the informational quantities: (a) The case where the signal changes quite slowly compared
to the characteristic times of the three nodes. (b) The case where the signals changes as fast as the characteristic times of the
three nodes. (c) The case where the transition rates are different in three nodes. (d) The case where the reverse transition
ratios are different in the three nodes. (e) The case where the reverse transition ratios are zero. (f) The case where the reverse
transition ratios are large. In any case, the other parameters are set to the same values as those of Fig. 3.
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(a)γS = 0.01 (b)γS = 1
(c)γX = 0.5, γY = 1, γZ = 2 (d)eX = 0.01, eY = 0.02, eZ = 0.005
(e)e = 0 (f)e = 0.1
FIG. 22: Parameter dependence of the mutual information and the sensory capacity: (a) The case where the signal changes
quite slowly compared to the characteristic times of the three nodes. (b) The case where the signals changes as fast as the
characteristic times of the three nodes. (c) The case where the transition rates are different in three nodes. (d) The case where
the reverse transition ratios are different in the three nodes. (e) The case where the reverse transition ratios are zero. (f) The
case where the reverse transition ratios are large. In any case, the other parameters are set to the same values as those of
Fig. 3.
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(a)γS = 0.01 (b)γS = 1
(c)γX = 0.5, γY = 1, γZ = 2 (d)eX = 0.01, eY = 0.02, eZ = 0.005
(e)e = 0 (f)e = 0.1
FIG. 23: Parameter dependence of the tripartite mutual information: (a) The case where the signal changes quite slowly
compared to the characteristic times of the three nodes. (b) The case where the signals changes as fast as the characteristic
times of the three nodes. (c) The case where the transition rates are different in three nodes. (d) The case where the reverse
transition ratios are different in the three nodes. (e) The case where the reverse transition ratios are zero. (f) The case where
the reverse transition ratios are large. In any case, the other parameters are set to the same values as those of Fig. 6. The
fitting parameter are given by (a) ε0 = 0.022, (e) ε0 = 0.153.
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1Supplemental Material
In this Supplemental Material, we list all the three-node patterns that are included for our calculation. Patterns
in Fig. S1 to Fig. S4 represent those included for calculation in the setup of Fig. 2 in the main text. We exclude the
patterns which have marks at lower right from our calculation in the setup of Fig. 5. On the other hand, patterns
in Fig. S5 represent those included for calculation only in the setup of Fig. 5. An upper left node represents X ,
a middle node Y , and a lower left node Z in each three-node pattern. The first number of the name represents
the difference of the shape (which is determined to be consistent with that in Refs. [3, 7]), and the second num-
ber represents the pattern’s direction, and the third number represents the difference due to the different signs of edges.
FIG. S1: List 1: These patterns are included for calculation in the setup of Fig. 2, while those with marks at lower right are
excluded from calculation in the setup of Fig. 5.
2FIG. S2: List 2: These patterns are included for calculation in the setup of Fig. 2, while those with marks at lower right are
excluded from calculation in the setup of Fig. 5.
3FIG. S3: List 3: These patterns are included for calculation in the setup of Fig. 2, while those with marks at lower right are
excluded from calculation in the setup of Fig. 5.
4FIG. S4: List 4: These patterns are included for calculation in the setup of Fig. 2, while those with marks at lower right are
excluded from calculation in the setup of Fig. 5.
FIG. S5: List 5: These patterns are included for calculation only in the setup of Fig. 5.
